
SLUO executive committee meeting minutes:
January 13, 2006

Minutes author: David Lange

Present: Ray Cowan, Lance Dixon, Gregory Dubois-Felsmann, Chris Hearty, David Kirkby, Yury
Kolomensky, David Lange, Greg Madejski, Frank Porter, Eli Rosenberg, Bruce Schumm, Sasha Tel-
nov, Eric Torrence

Regrets: Berrie Giebels, Gabriella Sciolla

Welcome to new executive committee members: Chris Hearty, David Kirkby, Greg Madejski, and Frank
Porter. Election process and outcome was summarized. 230 of 1500 users voted, which was more than
last year. Ray and David (L) independently counted votes after end of election. One duplicate vote,
which did not affect the outcome of the election, was discarded.

Eli reminded us that the SLUO charter indicates that Institutional Representatives should be notified
about executive committee meetings. Abi suggests using the SLUO mailing list instead, targeting an
announcement one month in advance.

Outgoing members remind committee of importance of user representation on DC trip and SLAC com-
mittees.

Officer elections:

• Coordinator of committees election is delayed for one meeting (targeted for end of February)

• Abi nominated to be chair of SLUO executive committee. Unanimously elected. Congratulations
Abi

• Bruce nominated to continue role as secretary/treasurer. Unanimously elected. Congratulations
Bruce.

Lunch with SLAC Directorate:

• Jonathan Dorfan, Persis Drell, Harvey Lynch, and Steve Williams joined the meeting for lunch.
Discussion focused on safety, SLAC future plans and user issues.

• BABAR collaboration model for user safety accounting is a model to follow. Other user groups
are different, given organization of collaboration and user role in experiment. Integration of users
into same database as used for SLAC employees still in progress. Complicated by variable (and
multiple) supervisors for user as their work at SLAC changes. Many important ES&H manual
chapters have undergone significant updates in past year.

• The Operating Safety Committee takes input from users regarding safety concerns and suggestions,
and is charged with evaluating the specific vulnerabilities of users. Henry Band is a user represen-
tative to this committee. Jonathan expressed his thanks to the users for the understanding they
demonstrated regarding issues of safety, and their willingness to accept the various restrictions and
inconveniences brought about by the new safety procedures.

• Marguerite service to move from once per 40 minutes to once per 30 minutes once Kavli is completed.
Solutions for evening transportation still under study. Marguerite not thought to be the solution
for late night workers. Lab working on solutions to new bicycle unfriendly intersection at Sand Hill
Rd and Alpine.
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• KIPAC building dedication set for March 17. 150 seat auditorium will be part of facility.

• Directorate office space expanding. Large conference room to be available for use and new position
of development officer to explore third party funding opportunities to be created.

• Brief discussion of what future user community will look like.

1. LCLS will have five detector groups, each of about 50 people from multiple institutions running
an multimillion dollar detector. This will be similar to what HEP experiments used to be like
and will have needs similar to those of HEP users, such as long-term office space.

2. SLAC is in the process of joining the ATLAS experiment. Plan to be Tier 2 computing site
with some “traditionally” SLAC user groups working on ATLAS from SLAC. SLAC scientific
staff involvement in ATLAS expected to be between eight initially and 20.

3. GLAST instrument science operations center will have 10-15 people at SLAC at any given
time. Projects such as LSST would have significantly more if funded.

4. Possible future facilities include scientific computing institute and expanded guest house.

• The directorate will go on a retreat to discuss the future of the lab, and will include the future role
of SLUO and its relationship to the directorate in light of the laboratory’s new directions in that
discussion. They will come back to us with some homework, to help understand the needs of users.

• Jonathan indicated that the SLUO EC should expect to give a presentation at this year’s Science
Policy Committee meeting. There had not been an opportunity to do this during the past two
years. The directorate agreed to review the full set of such SLUO roles - including its representation
in front of the EPAC.

Committees:

• Washington trip:

– Committee work already in full swing. Steve Sekula and Greg will be co-chairs.

– Trip planned for March 8-10 with joint planning and role-play meeting with UEC scheduled
at SLAC for January 21.

– Past experience with DC trip demonstrate that SLUO/UEC effort has made a difference.
Several examples cited, including last year’s House “Dear Colleague” letter.

– Please get back to Abi regarding ability to attend this year’s trip

– Committee membership: Gregory, Greg (co-chair), Steve Sekula (co-chair), Sasha.

• Quality of Life

– Health insurance options not yet finalized. Need to followup with Lee Lyons to find status.

– Marguerite shuttle service and desire for bus stop shelter discussed. Desire for direct service
to Palo Alto train station discussed.

– Committee membership: Bruce, Eric (chair), Chris

• Computing

– Committee membership: David(L), Sasha

– Decided to limit committee to CSC (Sasha) and CCC (David) representatives.

– Other user rep to CSC is Tony Johnson. Report at future EC meeting from him?

• Outreach

– 11 public lectures during last two years organized working with public relations office, bi-
monthly, non-scientist lectures highest attendance lecture is greater than 350.
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– Committee membership: Lance (chair), Bruce, David(K)

• Charter Review

– Committee created to discuss charter in light of changing focus of SLAC from HEP towards
Kavli and photon science.

– Committee membership: Frank, Gregory (chair), David(K), Greg.

• Public meetings

– Long discussion of timing and role of annual meeting based on recent experience. Committee
tasked to discuss with management concerning their view of the role for this meeting. It is
noted that there is again no BABAR or GLAST collaboration meeting at SLAC during the
summer. February IR meeting to get user input also discussed.

– Committee membership: Lance, Frank, David(L) (chair), Mike Sokoloff.

AOB: Abi will soon suggest schedule of upcoming EC meetings.
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